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Adventure Battles going on stickman Flash. Download the MOD APK version of this game and save the world before the edge of extinction! Table of contents [ShowHide]Stickman games are becoming more and more popular. They are action-packed, simple to approach and are addictive in the game. Perhaps, you are also a fan of some famous products like League Stickman, Stickman Legends or the
recent Stickman Flash.GameplayOne of the factors that keep millions of players in the Stickman series is a simple, addictive game. In Stickman Flash, you control the green Stickman hero, trying to fight against Ninja, Warriors and White Stickman. It seems that the world is in a state of rebellion in the opening scene, strangers constantly attacking you. You need to move, dodge and attack them. This is
done by turning up on the screen or tapping anywhere. Accordingly, the character moves to that position, if that position appears in the enemy, he will automatically start a punch or kick to deal with the damage. In general, the game will take place this way. You start from level one, with a goal of 7,200 points. By defeating your opponent, you go and step to the next level with a higher required score. Of
course, white Stickmans are easy to beat to score, but eventually, the boss will appear. They could be a Ninja, a super warrior or something like that. You will have a little difficulty in facing the Boss. They have a lot of damage, fast speed, while making unpredictable moves. But fortunately, in the first levels, it is not too hard to win them if you have good control. You can escape, then attack from behind to
win! When you defeat the boss, you can pick up your weapon to continue the battle. WeaponsStickman Flash game is focused on accuracy and agility. That means you 'll hit exactly or your opponent's weaknesses will cause more damage. Meanwhile, agility helps you avoid enemy attack. But no matter what, when the green Stickman is bare-handed fighting with bosses or champions fully equipped with
weapons and armor, it's likely you'll suffer defeat. Equip your hero with the best weapons. Stickman Flash is a pretty detailed item system. You can equip stickman warriors with weapons, armor, gloves, boots and protective hats. They offer a number of advantages, such as weapons that increase damage, attack speed and skill impact. Armor increases endurance, but shoes will help you move faster. All are
sold in stores, you can use gems collected while struggling to unlock them. However, if not enough, you can also pick up this type of equipment from bosses or defeated generals. They will fall, you just need to touch the item to pick up and use. GraphicsStickman Flash or any other Stickman game is designed for 2D graphics. Some are mystical, should be carefully designed and paint carefully selected.
Others are so simple that there are only a few characteristic colors, but the characters are just monochrome blocks. Stickman Flash is the second case and maybe you also realized this from the beginning of the game. But not because of simplicity, but it becomes a lack of vitality and attractiveness in the eyes of players. Motion effects, lighting effects and sound are really highlights, making people pay
more attention to battle. You will soon get excited when stickman characters shout battle, or light and thunder every time they launch an attack! The latest version of Stickman Flash MOD APKMOD featureGod Mode: Your soldier is immune to the damage to enemies. Note: You can still die when a bomb explodes. Why should you use the MOD version? Stickman Flash MOD APK provided by APKMODY
will make your problems easier. You no longer face an unexpected death when you are one-shot with an enemy. Download Stickman Flash MOD APK for AndroidHave a lot to expect stickman flash. Fast-paced hack and slash gameplay, breathtaking battles, impressive 2D graphics and many other interesting things. You can check what I just said by downloading the game using the link below this article.
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